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Algorithmic Information Content,
Church-Turing Thesis, Physical Entropy, and
Maxwell's Demon

Ill I I lilt, . rill II iii iiii

Measurements convert alternative possibilities of its potential outcomes
into the definiteness of the "record" -- data describing the actual outcome. ,,,
The resulting decrease of statistical entropy has been, since the inception
of the Maxwell's demon, regarded as a threat to the second law of thermo-
dynamics. For, when the statistical entropy is employed as the measure of
the useful work which can be extracted from the system, its decrease by
the information gathering actions of the observer would lead one to believe
that, at least from the observer's viewpoint, the second law can be violated.

I show that the decrease of ignorance does not necessarily lead to the low-
ering of disorder of the measured physical system. Measurements can only
convert uncertainty (quantified by the statistical entropy) into randomness
of the outcome (given by the algorithmic information content of the dal _!.
The ability to extract useful work is measured by physical entropy, which
is equal to the sum of these two measures of disorder. So defined physical
entropy is, on the average, constant in course of the measurements carri_:d
out by the observer on an equilibrium system.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Algorithmicinformationcontent(alsoknown asalgorithmicrandomness)ofa phys-
icalentityisgivenby the size,inbits,of the most concisemessage (e.g.,of the

shortestprogram fora universalcomputer)which describesthatentitywith the

requisiteaccuracy.Regularsystemscan be specifiedby means ofconcisedescrip-

tions_Therefore,algorithmicinformationcontentcan be regardedas a measureof
disorder.

Algorithmicrandomness isdefinedwithouta recoursetoprobabilities,ltpro-
ridesan alternativetothe usualensemblemeasuresofdisorder:itquantifiesran-

domness ofthe known featuresofthe stateof thephysicalsystem.I shalldemon-

stratethatitisindispensablein formulatingthermodynamicsfrom the viewpoint

, of the information gathering and using system ("IGUS')--a Maxwell's demon-like
entity capable of performing measurements and of modifying its strategies (for
example, for extraction of useful work) on the basis of the outcomes of t,he mea-
surements. Such an IGUS can be regarded as a "compLex adaptive system." The
aim of this paper is to review the concept of the algorithmic information content
in the context of statistical mechanics and discuss its recently discovered physical
applications.

2. OVERVIEW

Algorithmicrandomness,an alternativemeasureof the informationcapacityof a

specificphysicalor mathematicalobject,was independentlyintroducedinthe mid-

60's,by Solomonoff122Kolmogorov,la and Chaitin._ ltisbased on an intuitively
appealingideathat the informationcontentisequal to the size,in bits,of the

, shortest description. Formalization of this idea will be briefly described in the next
section: In its developement, it draws onthe theory of algorithms and in the process
makes use of tLe theory of computation, T,19establishes a firm and useful connection

with Shannon's theory of information, 1_'2° and benefits from its implications for
coding, l°

Applications of the algorithmic measures of the information content were ini-
tially mostly mathematical in nature. More recently, Bennett, in an influential

= paper, 1 has pointed out that the average algorithmic entropy of a thermodynamic
ensemble has the same value a_ its statistical (ensemble) entropy and, consequently,
one could attempt to build a consistent thermodynamics on an algorithmic foun-
dation.

• I have applied algorithmic randomness to the problem of measurement as seen
by an observer. 2s,_e,27

Following a measurement, an observer (IGUS) is in possession of a specific
record. From its intrinsic point of view, thh record is quite definite. Therefore, fur-
ther analysis of the measurement in terms of the ensemble language is pointless.
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Rather, the observer must _deal with the specific measurement outcomes and with
their implications for extraction of useful work. In this "Maxwell's demon" context,
algorithmic randomness assumes, in part, a function analogous to the Boltzmann-
Gibbs-Shannon entropy: From the observer's point of view, the second law of ther-

modynamics must be formulated by taking into account both the remaining igno-
rance (measurements are typically far from exhaustive) and the randomness in the

already available data. Thus, the physical entropy, the quantity which al!ows for the
formulation of thermodynamics from the viewpoint of the observer, must consist of
two contributions:

(physical_ = (remaining algorithmicentropy] ,ignorance)+( randomness )

or

S(p) - g(p) + .K(p), (2.1)

where p is the density matrix of the system;

H(p) = -Tr plog2p (2.2)

is its BGS entropy, and K(p) is the size of the shortest program capable of describing
p:

K(g)=1pp! • ' (2.3)
This recent proposal for physical entropy will be described in more detail in sections
3 and 4.

In section 4, I shall also discuss the importance of "compression" of the acquired

data to their most concise form: thermodynamic efficiency of an IGUS-operated en-
gins depends on its'ability to find concise measurement descriptions. In turn, this
efficiency cam be regarded as a consequence of the IGUS's ability to "understand"
or "model" the part of the Universe employed as the "engine" in terms of the regu-
larities which can be regarded as analogs of physical laws. In this sense, "intellectual
capabilities" of an IGUS are quite critical for its "success."

3. ALGORITHMICRANDOMNESSAS A MEASUREOF
PHYSICALDISORDER

Consider a one-dimensional lattice of.,_pins. I shall suppose that each spin can point

either up (and designate this by "1") or down ("0"). A sequence of O's and l's with
the number of digits equal to the number of spins in the system can be then regarded
as a "description" of its state. Consider two such descriptions:

01010101010101010101 (3.1)
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and

• .,1.0110100101100010111. (3.2)

The first system is "regular": lt can be simply and concisely described as 10 "01's."
There is no equally concise description of the second spin system. To reconstruct
it, one would have to have a "¢erbatim" description (Eq. 3.2); there is no way to
"compactify" this description into a more concise message.

The c.oncept of algorithmic information content (known also as the algorithmic
randomness, algorithmic complexity, or algorithmic entropy) captures this intuitive

difference: between the "regular" and "random" binary sequences.
Algorithmicinformationcontentofa binarysequences isdefinedas thesizeof

the minimal program,s_, which computes sequences on the universalcomputer
U:

Ku(s) -Isb I . (3.3)

Above, vertical lines indicate the size of the binary string in bits. It is important to
note that this definition of the algorithmic information content makes it explicitly
subjective in the sense that itis computer dependent; hence, the subscript U in

Eq. (3.3). However, by the very definition of the universal computer, programs
executable on U can be also executed (and will yield the same output) on any other

universal computer U', provided that they are preceded by a prefix r_ju, which
depends on U and U', but not on the program. Hence, algorithmic randomness
defined for two different computers will differ by at mo6t the size of the prefix[li:

I K_(s) - Kv,(s) I<_l 'ruu, I . (3.4)

Such differences by a constant are usually ignored in mathematically motivated
considerations, as they become relatively unimportant in the limit of very long

strings. Moreover, as we shall see in section 4, differences of algorithmic complexities
(rather than its absolute value) are relevant, in computations of engine efficiencies.
This further reduces--but does not eliminate--the thermodynamic importance of
the subjectivity.

It is worth noting that a binary string, or a physical system, which appears
to be random at firstsightmay neverthelesshave a concisedescription.Binary

representationsof _r,v/2,etc.are examples of such apparentlyrandom but, in

fact,algorithmicallyregularbinarystrings.This difficultyinassessinga system's
algorithmiccomplexityisrelatedto GSdel'sundecidability.5'e,9'24,25In spiteofit,

the distributionof the algorithmicrandomnems in physicallyor mathematically

constructedensembles,itsvalueforwhole classesofstrings,and many ofitsmore

paradoxical(and intriguing)propertiescan be discussedin a rigorousmanner. In

particular,one can demonstratethatonly exponentiallyfew binarystringsare

algorithmicallysimple.5's

J,,

Ii]Notethatherewe haveusedtheverticallinesintwodifferentways:ontheleft-handsidethey
_tandfortheabsolutevaluewhileontheright-handtheyindicatethemizeofthebinarystringin

bits.Onlythissecondmeaningwillbeemployedbelow.
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FIGURE 1 Turing machine T uses a set of instructionsresidinginside its "central
unit" as well as the input it reads in by mess of the "head"scanningthe input tape
to modifythe content of the tape. A UniversalTuring machine U can simugat_any
other Turingmachine by reading on the inputtape the "description"of T. In particular,
a single-tape U can simulate operationsof the moderncomputers, whichcan be
modelled as "potycephalio"Turingmachineswith access to several multidimensional
tapes and other kinds of hardware. Such "modern"machines (one of which is illustrated
above) may be more convenientto use, but their capabilities are limited to the
same range of "computable"tasks as for the original,one-tape U. This universality
justifiesthe importanceattached to the universal computers. In particular,it limitsthe
subjectivityof the algorithmicinformationoontentdefined by means of the minimal
program,Eq. (3.3).

The distribution of the number of strings of a fixed length as a function of their
algorithmic randomness is given by:

,v'(K)_=2K . (3.5)

This implies that "cryptoregular" strings (i.e., algorithmically simple but "hard to
decipher" binary sequences like those associated with Tr, V_, etc.) are rare and a
typical binary string s is algorithmically random and cannot be compressed:

g(8) -_1 s I . (3.6)

In particular, a typical natural number n is algorithmically random. Hence, to the
leading order,

K(n) _ log 2 n. (3.7)
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As in the "usual" information theory, one can define algorithmic randomness

of sets of strings. For example, joint algorithmic randomness of a pair (s, t) is given
by the minimal program which outputs s followed by t on the output tape. K(s, t)
satisfies the commuting equality

K(s,t) _-K(t, s) (3.8)

as well as the usual inequality

K(s,t) < g(s) + K(t) . (3.9)

In the equations above, I have used "approximate" (_, _) rather than "exact"

(=, <) signs to describe relationships; this is because most of the equations of
the algorithmic information theory are subject to "O(1)" corrections which, in
mc_t cases, can be traced to the subjectivity in the definition of the algorithmic
information content associated with the choice of the universal computer U.

Conditional algorithmic information content K(s I t) is given by the size of

the smallest prograa'n q_lt which computes string s from t (or, equivalently, both s
and t from t). By analogy with Shannon's information theory, one would expect a
relation:

K(s It) - K(s,t)- g(t). (3.10)

This equality does indeed hold, but only with logarithmic corrections.
lt is convenient, for the reasons which will soon become apparent, to impose

certain requiren_nts on the properties of minimal programs. In particular, it is

convenient to demand that they be self.delimiting; that is, that they must contain
within them the information about the size of the input--their own size. This
demand brings algorithmic information theory into a close correspondence with
coding theory t° where such codes are known as prefiz or prefix.free codes and are
used to guarantee the unique decodability of messages: lt can be demonstrated

that every uniquely decodable encoding can also be made self-delimiting without
changing sizes of the words (programs) associated with different messages (outputs).
This correspondence between communication theory and computation (which can
be regarded as "decoding" of programs by means of universal computers) puts

. the powerful mathematical formalism of the coding theory at the disposal of the
algorithmic information theory.

The most important consequence of the requirement of self-delimiting minimal
programs is the ability to associate binary sequences with the probability that they
will be generated by a randomly obtained program for the universal computer U:
any random sequence of bits obtained, for instance, by coin flipping, can be used
as an input to the computer U. To be a "legal" ',aput program i, this bit sequence
must be self-delimiting which, in practice, means that U will stop reading additional
bits---stop asking for further flips of the coin--after a finite number of bits were
supplied. Hence, the probability of generating this sequence is equal to:

p(i) = 2 -I/I . (3.11)
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FIGURE 2 Lexicographictree establishes a correspondencebetweenbinary strings
and natural numbers.An algorithmwhich computes a certain string8 fromthe input
can be regarded as a Tudng,machine which "decodes" the input.The prescriptionfor
decodingis contained in the descriptionof the computer.

Probabilityassociatedwith the outputo willbe givenby thesum overallinputs

which yieldsthegivenoutputo:

,p(o) - _ 2 -Ii°I (3.12)
OIU(O=o}

Dominant contributioninthissum will come fromtheshortestprogram.Hence,

K(o) __log;p(o). (3.13)

This connectionbetween theprobabilitythata givenstringwillbe generated

by a random inputand itsalgorithmicinformationcontentcan be employed in

provingthatthe averagealgorithmicrandorrmessofamember ofa simplydescribed
("thermodynamic")ensembleisa/moatidenticalto itsBoltzmaan-Gibbs-Shannon

entropy.1,4,26The relevantdoubleinequality

H({p(s,)}) < _p(a_)K(s_)< H({p(ai)})+K({S,,p(s,)})+O(I) (3.14)

has been demonstrated by Levin 16'1_' and Chaitin 5 (sel;, also, Bennett 3 for a more
accessible pr_entation and Caves 4 for a discussion in tlle physical context). Above,
If(si,{p(s_)})isthe sizeoftheminima/descriptionoftheensemble.BennettIhas
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pointed out that, in the case when the BGS entropy is large compared with the size
of the ensemble description:

H({p(si)}) = - Ep(si)log2p(si) _ K(sl, {p(s_)}), (3.15)
{,,}

on _ could base thermodynamic formalism on the average algorithmic randomness
of the ensemble.

In a recent paper I have considered an application of algorithmic randonmess to
the situation in which an observer attempts to extract maximum useful work from
the system on the basis of pl rtial measurements. In the next section I shall discuss
this situation which forces one to consider physical entropy defined as the sum

of the remaining ignorance H({p(si)}) and of the cost of storage of the available
information K (si, {p(s_) } ).

The last quantity which can be defined in the algorithmic context is the al-
gorithrnic information distance given by the sum of the conditional information
contents:

A(s,t) _ K(s It) + K(t t s). (3.16)

Algorithmic information distance satisfies the requirements expected of a metric. 25
In addition to the "simple" distance defined by Eq. (3.16), one can consider

several related quantities. For example,

K(s!t!u) - h'(s l t,u) + g(t Iu, s) + g(u Is,t) (3.17)

is also positive, reflexive, and satisfies the obvious generalization of triangle inequal-
ity. Hence, K(s!t!u) and its further generalizations involving more strings can be
regarded as direct extensions of A(s, t) = K(s!t).

lt is sometimes useful to express distance as the difference between the joint
and mutual information content

, A'(s,t) = K(s,t)- K(s: t), (3.18)

where the mutual information is given by

Ii(s: t) = K(s,t) (K(s) + K(t)) . (3,19)

The quantity A' defined by Eq. (3.18) differs from the "original" distance in Eq.
(3.16) by logarithmic terms because of the similar logarithmic errors entering into
Eq. (3,10). The advantage of employing Eq. (3.18) is its intuitive appeal: The dis-
tance between two binary strings is the information which they contain but do not
share.

Mutual information can also be used to define algorithmic independence of two
strings: s and t are independent when K(s : t)is srnall; for example,

.lt'(,, :.t) _ rain (K(s), g(t)).

Information distance can also be defined for statistical (that is, BGS) entropy.
In this case, A and A' coincide. Indeed, information distance was independently
discovered in the domain of the Shannon's information theory by at least three

authors before it was discussed (again without the benefit of knowledge of these
references) by this author _5 in the algorithmic context.

; t
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4. MAXWELL'S DEMON AS AN ADAPTIVE COMPLEX SYSTEM '
A. MAXWELL'S DEMON AND THE CHURCH-TURING THESIS

Smoluchowski _1 (see also Feynman s for an accessible up-to-date treatment) ruled
out the possibility that a simple automated device (such as a trapdoor) can be
used to violate the s_cond law of thermodynamics; he has shown that the thermal
fluctuations which inevitably occur whenever a trapdoor is coupled to the heat
reservoir make it "jitter," which in turn makes the selection process it is supposed

to implement completely unreliable. Thus, it cannot be sufficiently "selective" about
its actions to create and maintain temperature or pressure differences in a closed
system. Smoluchowski has, however, raised the question of whether an "intelligent
being" employed as a "demon" could be more successful than the simple trapdoor.
Until now, no definite answer to this question could be given. (Although Szilard 23
did write a celebrated and influential article, the title of which suggested that
it would address the question of the second law and "intelligent beings." While
intelligent beings never really enter into Szilard's considerations, it raises the issue
of the relationship between thermodynamic entropy and information, and I shall
make extensive use of its approach below.)

The reason _for this state of affairs is easy to explain. After all, how can one
analyze actions of an "intelligent being" within the realm of physics? In the first
place, the very idea sounds "sacreligious." More importantly, a physically sensible

definition of what is an "intelligent being" was not easy to come by, especially in
the times of Szilard.

In the intervening years, a compelling mathematical definition of an intelli-

gent beingbecame available,ltissuggestedby the so-calledChurch'sthesis(or
theChurch-Turingthesis,ortheChurch-Tarski-Turingthesis,seeHofstadter11and

Penr_)seIsforan accessiblediscussion).Insimpleterms,itstatesthat"What ishu-
man computableisuniversalcomputer computable."Thus,itequatesinformation-

processingcapabilitiesof a human being (or of any intelligentbeing)with the

"intellectual capacities" of a universal Turing machine. This may appear to be a
gross oversimplification. Indeed, Church's thesis (CT) might be misunderstood as a
claim that "ali brains are created equal." For the time being, we shall only note that
no counterexample, to CT have been discovered (but see Penrose Is for a critical
assesment of the extent to which computers may be able to simulate "conscious-
hess"). Moreover, while with Penroee and others one might be concerned about the

ability to simulate consciousness or the validity of CT for the "right-herrfisphere"
functions, it is harder to find a reason to question CT with regard to the logical and
mathematical operations usually associated with the "left hemisphere" of the brain.
Below, in the thermodynamic considerations, I shall need only the uncontroversial

= "left hemisphere" part of the thesis.
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lB. SZILARD'S ENGINE AND THE COST OF ERASURE

The connection between the mathematical model of an ',intelligent being" and ther-

modynaznics goes back to the above-mentioned paper by Szilard, 23 In the analysis
of the famous one-gas-particle engine (Figure 3), Szilard concluded that the second
law could be indeed violated by a fairly simple !'demon" unless the cost of mea-
surements is no less than ksT per bit of acquLred information. Further, essential
clarification of the situation is due tothe recent work by Bennett z'_ who, basing his
discussion on the earlier considerations of Landauer 14'z5 on the costs of information

erasure, concluded that it is the "resetting" of the measuring apparatus which is

thermodynamically expensive and must be responsible for restoring the validity of
the second law in Sziiard's engine. (Indeed, this observation was anticipated, if only
in a somewhat half-heazted manner, by Szilard. 2a

Algorithmic randomness proved essential in attempts to generalize this discus-
sion of Maxwell's demon. 4'25,_6'27 The validity of the original experiment about the
cost of erasure was limited to the context of Szilard's engine. In that case, the out-

come of the measurement can always be described by a single bit. Hence, the gain
of useful work in the course of the expansion is given by

AW + karlog 2 _ =ksT (4.1,)

Note that above we are using Boltzmann constant/cs which differs from the usual
one by a factor of lh2. This di0tinction reflects the difference between entropy
measured in "bits" and "nats."

This gain of useful work is "paid for" by AW- of the energy needed to restore
the memory part of the "brain" of the "demon" to the "blank," "ready to measure"
state_

AW- =-kzT. (4.2)

FIGURE 3 Szilard's engine employsone-moleculegas in contactwith a heat bath
at temperature T to extract ,-., T In 2 of work per cycle (whichis illustratedin a self.
explanatory manner above). The measurementwhich establishesthe locationof the
molecule is crucial.The importanceof the cost of erasure for the proper accountingfor
the net energy gain is discussedin the text.
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Therefore, the net gai:n of work is at best nii;

AW = AW + + AW- = 0. (4.3)

It is, neverthelese, far from clear how to apply this "cost of erasure" argument to
less idealized and more realistic situations.

One simple (although not very realistic) generalization is to consider a sequence
of measurements on the Szilard's engine and to postpone the "erasure" indefinitely.

This requires a demon with a significant memory size. One can then, as noted by
Bennett,1,2useSzilard'senginetoextractkaT ofwork percycleaslongas thereis

"empty" tape.Thisis,ofcourse,onlyan apparentviolationofthesecondlaw since

the empty tapecan be regardedas a zero-entropy(and,hence,zero-temperature)

reservoir.Consequently,an ideallyefficientenginecan,in accordwith the second

law and,in particular,with the Carnot efficiencyformula,attainexactlykaT of

work percycle.

The cost of erasure does not have to be paid for as long as the "memory tape" is
available. However, for this very reason, the process is not truly cyclic: the demon's
memory is never restored to the initial "blank" state. The gain of useful work is paid
for by the "clutter" in its "brain." If the outcomes of consecutive measurements

are random, getting rid of this clutter would cost kaT per bit, and ali the apparent
gain of work would have to be "paid back" by the final costs of erasure.

C. COMPRESSIBILITY OF INFORMATION: SECOND LAW AND CODING
THEORY

Consecutive "bits" in the demon's memory may have been inscribed with O's and l's

in a.regular fashion: For example, a situation of this kind would automatically arise
in the "multicylinder" Szilard engine shown in Figure 4. There the recording can
be made by simply writing "0" or "1" on the squares of the tape corresponding to

the empty or full cylinders. The gain of useful work extractable from the n-cylinder
engine in contact with the heat bath at temperature T is

AW + = kBTlog 2 n. (4.4)

Each measurement results in filling up n blanks of the tape with O's and l's. Hence,
the cost of erasure would be

!i

AW- = kaT. n, (4.5)

Again, one could pc_tpone erasures indefinitely and just "dump" ali of the "clut-
tered-up" tape into the garbage can. In the final count, however, the cost of erasure

(linear in n)would outweigh the gain of useful work (which is logarithmic in n).
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FK;URE4 "Muiticylinder"Szilard'sengine.A singlegasmoleculeis sncloso¢lin a
cy;inderwithn partitions,eachof themwiththe samevolumeAV. Theenginecycle
_gins witha measurementto determinewhichof thepositionscontainsthe mokK:ule.
Expansionfolk)winga meamJrementyields,,- ln(V/AV) ofusefulworkpercycle.The
cl)stof erasureand,cong4x:luentht,theefficiencyof theenginedependso. the manner
inwhichthe informationis recorded.Themostconciser_:ord(thesizeof whichis

, givenbythe algorithmicinformationcontent)willresultin themaximumefficiency.Thus,
algorithmicinfon'natk_contentinescapeb_entersthe*demon'soum"formulationof
thermodynamics.

A more efficient muiticylinder engine would be achieved by a fairly obvioua but
more economical encoding,. Instead of making a "direct" record of the cylinders'
contdnt, one could "compress" such "verbose" messages and keep in the memory
only the label of the "occupied" engine cell. It is now easy to verify that both
AW + and AW- are logarithmic in n (providing that one insists, sz one must, on
tbe unique decodability of the label). Hence, a computerized "demon" employing
this second, more economical way of encoding measurement results would be able
to come much closer to the "break even point" than was the case for the operating
system of the multicylinder Szilard engine considered above.

The general question raised by this example concerns the "ultimate compress-
ibility" of a set of measuremeut outcomes. In particular, in the context of the
example considered before, one could imagine that there is a still more efficient
encoding of the alternative outcomes which results in _ still more concise average

' size of the record. Then the demon would be able to do more than just break even,
as t_:e cost of erasure would he only partially offset by the gain of useful work.
In this sense, the ability to compress records representing measurement outcomes

• determines the efficiency of a thermodynamic process whenever information acqui-
sition and processing are involved. Indeed, the second law could be violated unless
there is a limit on the compreuibility which relates the average size (AK) of the
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recordwith the decreasedstatisticalen_,ropy_H ofthe measured system viaan

inequality

AH < (ab'). (4.6)

For,unlessthisinequalityholds,thegainofusefulwork which isequalto _ .......''_

aW + = karaH (4.7)

could exceed the cost of erasure which is given by

(SW-) =-kBT(AK). (4.8)

Hence, the net average gain of useful energy per cycle would be

(AW) = kBT(,_H- (AK)) . (4,9)

The second law demands that (AW) < 0, which leads to the ineqaa_y (4.6).
Fortunately, this inequality is indeed respected: It is an immediate consequence

of the left-hand side of the inequality in Eq. (3.14). Indeed, it follows from the first
basic result of Shannon's theory of communication (the so-called noiseless channel
coding theorem; see Shannon and Weaver, 2° Khintchin,12 Hamming, 1° and Caves 4
for discussion): The average size of minimal "descriptions" needed to unambigu-
ously describe measurement outcomes cannot be made smaller than the statistical
entropyofthe "source"ofinformation(inour case,ofthe measured physicalsys-

tem).In thiscontext,thesecondlaw can be regardedas a directconsequenceof

the Kraftinequalityt° which playsa basicroleinthe codingtheoryand thusen-

tersphysicsZS,_s:Suppose that {Ki} aresizes(inthe number ofbits)ofdistinct

symboh (programs){si}which correspondtodifferentsignals(measurementout-

comes).Then one can provethatinorderfortheencodingtobe uniquelydecodable,

thefollowinginequalitymust be obeyed:

<x. (4.10)
i

#

The inequality (4,6) follows from Kraft inequality (4.10) since it can be immediately
rewritten as

-K')log E so
I

where p(si) are the probabilities corresponding to signals (states) si. Now, employ-
in_; convexity of the logarithm, one can write

I

 p(,,)log < p(,,)K,i i

which establishes the desired result, Eq. (4.6).
Thus, the most efficient encoding corresponding to entropy decrease (informa-

tion gain) 5H will have to fill up, on the average, at least (AK) > AH bits in the
memory of the "demon."

The secondlaw cannotbe violatedbecausetheaveragesizeoftherecordcannot

be compressedtolessthanthecorrespondinggainofinformation.The successofan

intelligentMaxwell'sdemon isruledout asa consequenceofa theoremwhich was

proposedacenturyafterthesecondlaw ina verydifferentcontextofthetheoryof
communication!
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D. FROM IGNORANCE TO DISORDER: THE ROLE OF MEASUREMENTS

The ability of living organisms to perform measurements and "profit" by exploiting
their outcomes can be analyzed in the algorithmic terms of the above discussion.

Measurements decrease ignorance about the specific state of the system, but in-
crease the size of the record necessary to encode the _cquired information. This

process is illustrated in Figure 5(a) for an equilibrium ensemble: The approximate
equality' of the increase of the size of the record and of the decrease of ignor_ace
is guaranteed by the coding theorem. To appro_:h the optimal coding efficiency
(AN) - AH, the demon csn assign to different outcomes symbols with length Ki
given by

K, = _log2 (1/p(s,))]. (4.12)

Here the symbol ra1 signifies the smallest natural number that is _ a. It is easy to
see that with this assignment, Kraft inequality [Eq. (4.11)] is automatically satisfied,
Therefore, there exists a uniquely decodable "labeling" w_th the word length given
by Eq. (4,13), Moreover,

Ni < log_ I/p(s,) + I.

Therefore,
(AK) < AH + 1, (4.13)

Thus, the encoding satisfying Eq. (4.12) (and known as Shannon-Fano coding 1°)
is quite efficient in tha¢ it exceeds the absolute lower lindt on the minimal average
size of the description given by (AK)= AH by no more than one bit.

Indeed, Shannon-Fano coding can suggest a near-optimal "labeling" strategy for
a demon dealing with sn unknown ensemble: The demon could perform sufficiently
many measurements to esthnate probabilities p(si) from the frequencies of the dif-
ferent outcomes; and then adopt short descriptions for the more frequent outcomes
and "longer descriptions for the rare ones in _cordsnce with the Shannon-Fano
prescription [Eq. (4.12)]. For a demon dealing with sn equilibrium system (Figure
5(a)), it would guarantee an (almost) optimal performance: The demon would lose
no more than kBT of useful work (corresponding to the "extra" bit) per meaaure-
ment. [The demon could "break even" if the probabilities p(si) were exactly equal
to the inverse powers of 2.] Of course, no useful work could be extracted--Shannon's
noiseless channel coding theorem guarantees the validity of the second law.

To restate the content of Figure 5(a) one can regard measurements as a way
of turning statistical uncertainty into algorithmic randomness. Moreover, for equi-
librium ensembles, the two quantities are, on the average, changing in such a way
that their sum

,.q = H + K (4.14)
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FIGURE 5 Tbo effect of measurementson (i) The Shannon entropyHa in presence
of the partial information--data d; (ii) The algorithmicinformationcontent of the data
K(d); and ,(iii) The physical entropy ,Sd - Ha + K(d), which measures the
net ammountof work that can be extractedfrom the systemgiven the information
contained in the data d. (a) When the measurementsare carried out on the equilibrium
ensemble, the randomnessin the data increasesat the rate given by the decrea_ of
ignorance.(b) For systems far fromequilibriumthe increase of randomnessis smaller
than the decrease of ignorance,whichallow= the observerto extractuseful work and
makes measurement=energeticallyattractive.

remains approximately constant. Furthermore, as it was already discussed above,
the _mount of useful work which can be extracted by a '_demon" from a system is
given by

AW = kaT(AH + AK) = ksTA,.q. (4.15)

Therefore, from the point of view of the observer (the demon) evaluating its ability
to extract net useful work from the physical system, the hybrid quantity ,.q plays

the role of entropy. I shall therefore refer to _q as physical entropy.
It is important to emphasize that the actual record ri corresponding, in the

demon's memory, to the state s_ will rarely be minimal; the inequality

" I,', I>K(,,) (4.t6)

will usually be satbfied. This is because the minimal programs cannot be found
in a systematic manner. Moreover, there is usually no incentive to look for the
truly minimal record. A reasonably short record, often with built-in redandancies
to allow for error-correction, can be far more useful. Consequently, the actual gain
of useful work will be given by

AW = kaT(AH + Air [). (4.17)
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One might be tempte.d even to use quantity H+ I r [ as a measure of entropy. As
M. Gell-Mann emphasizes, this would be incorrect: H+ I r I can be lowered by
computation at no thermodynamic expense. Hence, if H+ I r J was regarded as
entropy, the second law could be violated by reversible computation. Such violation
is impossible with $ where the record part of $ is already as short as it can be.

The second law is safe when formulated in terms of the physical entropy $.
Indeed, physical entropy $ has the great advantage of removing the "illusion ''_

that entropy decreases in the course Of measurement. Of course, the ignorance
(measured by H) does indeed decrease, but only at the expense of the increase
of the minimal record size K. Hence, in measurements performed on equilibrium
ensemble_ $ -- H + K is, on the average, constant (Figure 5(a)).

By contrast, measurements performed on far-from-equilibrium systems can re-

sult in a decrease of ignorance which is much larger than the resulting increase in
the record size (Figure 5(b)), Fortunately, the Universe that we inhabit is precisely
such a nonequilibrium environment: lt pays to measure. Moreover, it is not really
necessary to look for truly minimal programs: the possible gain of useful work out-

weighs even substantial inefficiencies in the record size optimization (as well as in
other more "traditional" thermodynamic inefficiencies). Nevertheless, the ability to
recognize in the measurement outcome the opportunity for such a gain of useful
work is essential for the well-being of IGUS's.
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